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Abstract

Currently, research on network functions virtualization focuses on using

microservices in cloud environments. Previous studies primarily focused on

communication between nodes in physical infrastructure. Until now, there is

no sufficient research on group key management in virtual environments. The

service is composed of microservices that change dynamically according to the

virtual service. There are dependencies for microservices on changing the

group membership of the service. There is also a high possibility that various

security threats, such as data leakage, communication surveillance, and

privacy exposure, may occur in interactive communication with microservices.

In this study, we propose an ID-based group key exchange (idGKE) mecha-

nism between microservices as one group. idGKE defines the microservices’
schemes: group key gen, join group, leave group, and multiple group join. We

experiment in a real environment to evaluate the performance of the proposed

mechanism. The proposed mechanism ensures an essential requirement for

group key management such as secrecy, sustainability, and performance,

improving virtual environment security.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in virtualization technol-
ogy and services based on cloud computing recently. In
networks, the network functions virtualization (NFV)
technology dynamically and efficiently utilizes resources
to satisfy the users in a virtualized space. Recent NFV
combines microservices to create services. The software’s
smallest unit is called microservices. They can scale-up,
scale-down, scale-in, and scale-out. However, before

using microservices in NFV, there is a need to research
group key technology to guarantee virtual space between
services. In interactive communication with micro-
services, there is a high possibility of various security
threats such as data leakage, communication surveil-
lance, and privacy exposure. Particularly, microservices
can join, leave, and join multiple groups dynamically
depending on the service. There are many key group
management mechanisms; however, they are not easy to
use for this reason in NFV microservice environments.
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In this study, we propose an ID-based group key
exchange (idGKE) mechanism that guarantees four
polynomial-time schemes: group key gen, join group,
leave group, and multiple group join. The first group key
created in the scheme is the group key gen scheme.
When a new virtual entity (VE) is deployed, the virtual
group key distribution center (vG-KDC) makes the first
group with the VE. The join group scheme is a new VE
that joins an existing group with vG-KDC. The leave
group scheme considers VE to have left from the current
group. vG-KDC updates the current group key in the join
group and leave group schemes. idGKE considers the
multiple group join scheme.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the NFV, microservices, and group
key technologies. Section 3 defines a threat model in a
virtual environment. Section 4 proposes the idGKE with
four schemes against the treat model. Section 5 discusses
the performance evaluation in a real virtual environment.
Section 6 concludes this study.

2 | RELATED WORK

NFV technology aimed to reduce the cost and time in
building networks by decoupling network functions
from network hardware. Over physical and traditional
network architectures, NFV presents several advantages,
such as flexibility and security [1]. NFV’s microservices,
which are modular, distributed software components,
can be deployed [2,3]. Microservice applications are more
flexible and lightweight because they can run as a collec-
tion of smaller software components that share an
operating system that may host other applications using
the same system. There are many studies on NFV’s
microservices; however, there is no research on group
key management techniques for security between
microservices.

There are three types of existing group key manage-
ment techniques. The first technique is the centralized
key distribution that uses the key distribution center
(KDC). Chiou [4] proposed that the single-point entity
establishes a group key or a rekey process when a mem-
ber leaves in a single broadcast. Kei et al. [5] proposed
a logical key hierarchy using a logical tree consisting
of key nodes and user nodes. This is efficient for key
management. However, when a single point of failure
occurs on the KDC, the entire network could fail because
of a bottleneck. The second technique is the non-
centralized key distribution that divides a single network
into multiple clusters and performs key management on
each cluster. Furthermore, Burmester and Desmedt [6],
Guo and Zhang [7], Wu et al. [8], Li and Xu [9], and

Sakamoto [10] advanced the study on noncentralized key
distribution. However, the key management procedure
is complicated when dividing the network into subnet-
works and operating the KDC for each subnetwork.
The third technique is the decentralized method of
generating and distributing keys among network mem-
bers. This technique splits a large group into smaller sub-
groups placing them into hierarchical levels. Therefore,
this group key management can solve the single point of
failure and complexity in the division for operating
subnetworks. However, it requires the exchange of infor-
mation to generate a group key between members.
Hence, this complicates the key management process,
and distributing the keys is time-consuming. Mittra [11],
Challal et al. [12], Piao et al. [13], Mehdizadeh et al. [14],
and Song et al. [15] used the independent traffic encryp-
tion key for each subgroup. However, the data passing
from one subgroup to another group must be translated
at the edge of each group; hence, this complicates the
key management process, and distributing the group
key in a virtual environment is time-consuming. In other
words, it is not easy to use the existing group key man-
agement mechanisms in microservice environments.

Therefore, we propose idGKE to extend the central-
ized group key mechanism for generating the key by
transmitting the minimum entity based on VE between
virtual entities and the virtual group KDC, each group’s
manager. The vG-KDC manages the abnormal behavior
on groups, such as a denial of service, and monitors the
status for groups and members to check the server’s
overhead. The idGKE generates the group key using the
information about the VE and the group that reduces
overhead on the key server by transmitting the mini-
mum parameter and enhancing the security on the
channel using key material (KM) in a flexible virtual
network.

3 | THREAT MODELS IN VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT

Microservices are dynamically created, joined, and left
from a service in a cloud environment. Some VEs
simultaneously join in several groups. The group key
mechanism in the virtual environment should follow
the three requirements: backward secrecy, forward
secrecy, and sustainability. In backward secrecy, a new
addition to a group cannot decrypt information created
before their introduction. In forward secrecy, leave from
a group cannot decrypt the information encrypted using
the old key. Sustainability means that the updating
process for group key should not affect the users in
service.
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3.1 | Case study on the threat model

We analyzed the three requirements in the virtual
environment and defined seven threat models based on
an adversary’s capabilities, as shown in Figure 1.

First, unauthorized microservices could leak the
message containing group key information between
group members. Second, the microservice outside the
group can pretend to a microservice with memberships.
Third, the modification threats that an abnormal micro-
service can modify the group KM to share the wrong
group key. The new member can discover the previously
used group keys. Consequently, the member who previ-
ously left the group can discover the new group key.
Thus, if the group key center does not revote the group
key that the group has been released, the server can be in
a denial status due to key management overhead. Lastly,
the malicious microservice can cause various security
threats by directly communicating with the group key
center on other tenants.

3.2 | Promising mechanism against the
threat model

This section discusses the promising mechanism against
the threats. The proposed mechanism should consider
solving the leakage and masquerade threats by per-
forming one addition, one multiplication, and one
encryption during single-member-join operation and
one subtraction, one division, and one encryption during
single-member-leave operation. Moreover, the mecha-
nism should manage the microservices securely based on
the VE’s identity against the modification and backward
and forward secrecy. We have to monitor membership

change periodically because unidentified microservices
can modify shared group key information. Besides, each
group must operate the communication channel with a
separate group key to prevent group message exposure.
The KDC can be in denial of service in case there remain
the group keys not used. Therefore, we propose idGKE
that includes these promising mechanisms presented
above against the threats in our mechanism.

4 | IDGKE MECHANISM

idGKE guarantees those cases for microservices and
defines a special VE in charge of the security manager
called vG-KDC. The proposed mechanism consists of four
polynomial-time schemes: group key gen, join group,
leave group, and multiple group join (Figure 2).

Group key gen. vG-KDC generates a new group key
and deploys the key to all group members when a new
group is created.

Join group. vG-KDC should update the new group
key when a new VE joins the existing group. All VEs in
the group regenerate a new group key.

Leave group. vG-KDC updates the new group key
when the VE leaves the group.

Multiple group join. A VE for microservice can join
multiple groups, and vG-KDCs in each group deliver a
group key to VE’s new member.

idGKE provides a method to limit access to informa-
tion through encryption and selective distribution of the
keys generated with information about VE and groups

F I GURE 1 Threat model in virtual environment

F I GURE 2 Four schemes of idGKE
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for reducing transactions. Table 1 shows the parameters
used to describe the four schemes.

4.1 | Group key gen

Figure 3 shows that vG-KDC and VE must generate a GK
to create a group. The group key gen assumes that the
prime numbers p and q are shared before the scheme.

As shown in Figure 3, in the first step, the VE transmits
the GK generation request message with IDVE and chal-
lenge. After receiving the message, the vG-KDC generates
seed value β following 1. In the second step, the vG-KDC
generates KM following 2. The vG-KDC generates GK
with KM0 following 3. In the third step, the vG-KDC trans-
mits the KM0 and hash(challenge) to VE. In the fourth
step, hash(challenge) is used for integrity checks. The
VE generates β from KM and generates GK following 3.

For any η > 0,

β¼hash IDVE⊕IDGroup
� �

, ð1Þ

KMη ¼ log βþ αð Þ, ð2Þ

GK¼ q KM=log βð Þmodp¼ qlog αþβ�βð Þmodp¼ qlog αmodpd:

ð3Þ

At this scheme, VE and vG-KDC share the GK with
the IDs. The following are the steps for the group key gen
scheme.

Step 1 VE transmits GK generation request to vG-KDC
IDVE, challenge
and vG-KDC generates GK seed β

β = hash(IDVE
L

IDGroup)

Step 2 vG-KDC generates KM using α and β

KM0 = log(β + α)

Step 3 vG-KDC transmits the KM0 and hash(challenge) to
VE

Step 4 VE checks the integrity of hash(challenge)
and VE generates β from KM0 and GK
GK = q(KM/log β)mod p = qlog(α+β�β)mod p = qlog α

mod p

4.2 | Join group

In the join group scheme, the idGKE defines that VE
joins the existing group. GK should be updated to all
members to join the group with the new VE. Even if the
old VE and new VE share the old GK, it causes leakage
of important information and privacy invasion. The
channel security cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, idGKE
should enhance the GK security by updating the old GK
to a new GK every time a new member VE joins the
group to ensure backward secrecy. Figure 4 shows
the sequence of the join group scheme.

As shown in Figure 4, in the first step, vG-KDC
initiates the GK making to the new VE. From the second
to the fourth step, creating the new GK is the same
as that in the group key gen scheme. In the fifth step,
vG-KDC can encrypt the new KM1 and IDVE with the
previous GK. All group members can update the GK. The
following are steps for the join group scheme.F I GURE 3 Process for group key gen

TAB L E 1 Simulation parameters for baseline

Symbol Definition

IDVE Identifier for VE

IDGroup Identifier for group

KMi Key material to generate for the ith group

GKi Group key for the ith group

P Prime number that shares between VEs

q Any value from 1 to p � 1

α Random value for generating GK in vG-KDC

β Seed value for KM in vG-KDC and VE

F I GURE 4 Process for join group
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Step 1 vG-KDC initiates GK to the new VE

Step 2 vG-KDC transmits GK generation request to vG-KDC
IDNew_VE, challenge

Step 3 vG-KDC generates GKNew using seed value α, β,
and KM1

β = hash(IDVE
L

IDGroup)
KM1 = log(β + α)
GKNew = q(KM1/log β)mod p

Step 4 vG-KDC transmits the KM1 and hash(challenge) to
the new VE

The new VE checks the integrity of hash(challenge)
and generates β from KM1 and GK
GKNew = q(KM1/log β)mod p = qlog(α+β�β)mod

p = qlog α mod p

Step 5 vG-KDC transmits the materials to VE for GKOld

update
Key materials, such as KM1 and IDVE, are encrypted

using GKOld

IDNew_VE, EGKOld [KM1, IDNew_VE]

Step 6 The VE updates the GKOld using KM1

GKNew = q(KM1/log β)mod p = qlog(α+β�β)mod
p = qlog α mod p

4.3 | Leave group

This third scheme is for leaving the group process. The
forward secrecy of all group members should be satisfied
to apply to the actual enterprise environment. Suppose
that the group key is not immediately updated after
leaving the group. In that case, the left member can
check the data encrypted using the existing key, and the
major information, such as solution for enterprise, can be
leaked and cased the critical issue. The GKs of all
members are updated by reusing an earlier GK when
leaving the group to secure the information. As shown in
Figure 5, vG-KDC detects the implicitly leaving the group
and whether the VE leaves from the group.

After leaving VE is detected, the vG-KDC generates a
random value KMDummy and transmits it encrypted

with the old GK. The member VE updates the new GK
with KMDummy following 4.

For any k > 0,

GKNew ¼GKOld⊕KMDummy: ð4Þ

The following are the steps for the leave group
scheme.

Step 1 Existing VE leaves the group
vG-KDC detects the status for the member leaving

Step 2 vG-KDC generates KMDummy and transmits it to the
existing VE

EKMOld [KMDummy_VE]

Step 3 The KM updates the GKOld to GKNew using KMDummy

GKNew = q(KMDummy/log β)mod p = qlog(α+β�β)mod
p = qlog α mod p

4.4 | Multiple join

During the in service process, the idGKE considers that
VE dynamically belongs to multiple groups. In this multi-
ple join scheme, idGKE assumes that two vG-KDCs
within each group have the session key GK-KDC.
Suppose that the status for multiple join is not considered
in the group key mechanism. In that case, the denial of
service on KDC can be occurred by overhead because of
a massive number of transactions. vG-KDC uses Diffie–
Hellman key exchange for the session key to delivering
the current GK to solve the server performance problem.

Figure 6 shows the multiple join process. In the first
step, when VE joins the new group, it requests GKNew to
the current vG-KDC. In the second step, the vG-KDC
delivers GKNew by the existing session key. The current
vG-KDC delivers the GKNew encrypted by the GKcurrent.
Finally, member VE can join multiple groups with
GKcurrent and GKNew. The following are the steps for the
multiple group join scheme.

F I GURE 5 Process for leave group F I GURE 6 Process for multiple join
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Step 1 VE transmits the join request to vG-KDCcurrent

IDNew_Group, challenge

Step 2 vG-KDCcurrent and vG-KDCNew share the GKNew

encrypted using the session key GKvG-KDC

EGKvG-KDC[GKNew]

Step 3 vG-KDCcurrent transmits the EGKcurrent[GKNew,
challenge] to VE

and the VE decrypts the encrypted GKNew using
GKcurrent

EGKcurrent [GKNew, challenge]

4.5 | Feasibility check

The idGKE generates a group key based on discrete
logarithm problems [16]. A discrete logarithm is defined

regarding the multiplicative cyclic groups. The discrete
logarithm problem is defined as follows: given a group G,
a generator g of the group, and an element h of G, to find
the discrete logarithm to the base g of h in the group G.
The difficulty in finding discrete logarithms depends on
the groups. The Elgamal encryption [17] and Diffie–
Hellman key exchange [18] used the discrete logarithm
problem to guarantee the protocol’s security.

5 | IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we analyzed the idGKE performance by
analyzing calculation time. Thus, we analyzed the time
required for the group key generation and joining an
NFV environment. The group was used in the test, and
there were 30 VEs and one vG-KDC. We set one VE for

F I GURE 7 Network latency between VE and vG-KDC

F I GURE 8 Time for sharing with 30 members in one group

F I GURE 9 Time for sharing with 50 members in one group

F I GURE 1 0 CPU utilization on host system for group key

sharing
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each container and allocated one CPU and 250 MB of
memory.

We analyzed the network latency between VE and
vG-KDC. The VE generated random packets of 64 and
4096 bytes for the ICMP protocol and transmitted the
packets to the vG-KDC for measuring the round-trip time
between VEs. The result is shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, there was an increase of <
0.15 ms. Therefore, we confirm that we provide the group
key sharing without performance degradation because of
the idGKE within microseconds.

We also analyzed the time for generating and sharing
group keys for 30 members in one group, 100 times each.
The results are shown in the following.

Figure 8 shows that the average time for generating
and sharing group key was 1554.035 ms. idGKE had
approximately 34.95% more latency than the local
service. We analyzed the time for generating and sharing
group keys for 50 members in one group, 100 times each.
The result is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows that the average time for generating
and sharing group key was 3108.070 ms. idGKE had
approximately 32.86% more latency than the local ser-
vice. The average time and latency are reasonable in the
process of providing network services. We also
analyzed the CPU usage for generating and sharing
group keys on the host system.

We configured the VEs on the host system and
allocated eight-core CPUs and 32 GB of memory. idGKE
was implemented on 50 VEs. In other words, the VEs
transmitted the KM to share the group keys with vG-
KDC. The result is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows that the total CPU utilization on the
host system increased by <3% in the key sharing process.
Therefore, we confirmed that there is no performance
degradation on the host system.

Table 2 shows the virtual environment threats against
the threat model on the group key management schemes
presented in Section 3.

We designed all group key management protocols
considering the group key exposure, modification, and
membership change. In the decentralized group key
management protocol, the concept of subgroup corre-
sponds to the tenants; thus, it can be applied to virtual
environments. The existing protocols do not perform
authentication for group members because they assume
that all members are authenticated. However, it is
essential to authenticate the members before sharing
the group key. As a result, we proved that idGKE
guarantees security against the virtual environment’s
threat model.

Table 3 summarizes and compares the properties of
the previous key management schemes presented in
Section 2 for the virtual environment and the proposed
idGKE.

The table identifies the protocols that provide group
KDC and shows the forward and backward secrecy.
The table also identifies the sustainability when
group key service is running and the applicability into
virtual environments. Based on our investigations con-
sidering the requirements for the key management,
each scheme has advantages and disadvantages. The
central key center is essential to guarantee efficient
management and transparent monitoring of the group

TAB L E 2 Comparison of group key management protocol schemes against threat model

Scheme
Leakage on
group key

Masquerade on
group member

Modification
of group key

Backward and
forward secrecy

Separation
for tenant

Revocation
on group key

Chiou [4] No Yes No No Yes No

Kei et al. [5] No Yes No No Yes No

Burmester and
Desmedt [6]

No Yes No No Yes No

Guo and Zhang [7] No Yes No No Yes No

Wu et al. [8] No Yes No No Yes No

Li and Xu [9] No Yes No No Yes No

Sakamoto [10] No Yes No No Yes No

Mittra [11] No Yes No No No No

Challal et al. [12] No Yes No No No No

Piao et al. [13] No Yes No No No No

Song et al. [15] No Yes No No No No

Mehdizadeh et al. [14] No Yes No No No No

idGKE No No No No No No
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key status. The forward and backward secrecy and
the service sustainability for member changes should
be guaranteed for the virtual environment. As a result,
we proved that idGKE improves the virtual environ-
ment’s security because it satisfies all the group
key requirements and performance in the virtual
environment.

6 | CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed an idGKE mechanism
between microservices as one group in NFV that guaran-
tees four polynomial-time schemes: group key gen, join
group, leave group, and multiple group join. The first
group key created in the scheme is the group key gen
scheme. When a new VE is deployed, vG-KDC makes the
first group with the VE. The join group scheme is a new
VE that joins an existing group with vG-KDC. The leave
group scheme considers VE to have left from the current
group. vG-KDC updates the current group key in the join
group and leave group schemes. idGKE considers the
multiple group join scheme. To evaluate the idGKE per-
formance in a real virtual environment, we compared the
group key sharing in the local and virtual environments.
The test results show that the time for group key sharing
on microservices is 32% to 35% longer than local service.
The CPU utilization increased by <3% for the group key
sharing process. Additionally, idGKE guarantees security

for the group key sharing process and group key updating
process using minimum parameters, such as ID and
KMs, in the microservice environments. For the group
key, idGKE also satisfies the requirements, such as
forward and backward secrecy, sustainability, and perfor-
mance in a virtual environment. Therefore, we conclude
that the results are good in terms of security enhance-
ment. The group key exchange proposals for microservice
can secure communication between VEs using a group
key in NFV environments.
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